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      This has now been placed on the reading list for H.E students.




  
          Mrs Rebecca Clare Ovenden




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent text that supports students understanding and application of critical thinking skills




  
          Dr Chelle Oldham




              


    
      



 


 
      Although not part of the course content, our students are increasingly looking for support in academic writing skills. This book offers them this well.




  
          Ms Babs Anderson




              


    
      



 


 
      This a good introduction to critical thinking and writing for undergraduate education students;  the reflective and practical tasks have been helpful in sessions for getting students to think about their own critical writing skills and take action where needed




  
          Dr Andri Christodoulou




              


    
      



 


 
      A great book to engage students into the thoughts of critical thinking in higher education. Valuable source for new students and those returning to study.




  
          Mrs lisa rebecca Fairclough




              


    
      



 


 
      recomended on the reading list for students in module handbook




  
          Miss DYDDGU HYWEL




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent guide to achieving the skills essential to academic success for students entering HE and those wishing to progress through the HE levels.




  
          Miss Marie Sayers




              


    
      



 


 
      Useful for MA Students taking a Critical Thinking Class as supplementary reading




  
          Ms Kathy Evans




              


    
      



 


 
      Really interesting book and suitable for the course.




  
          Mrs Annette Trilk




              


    
      



 


 
      An extremely useful book for nursing students on the Bsc course. Simplified ways of thinking and processes to support  students thought processes




  
          Ms Catherine Croughan




              


    
      



 


 
      In response to students queries about critical thinking, this book is suggested to them.




  
          Mr Imran Mogra




              


    
      



 


 
      A very useful and readerble resource for undergraduate students




  
          Dr Godwin Tetteh




              


    
      



 


 
      this is a terrific text for student-teachers in FE and HE. I recommended this for their wider reading




  
          Dr Brid Connolly




              


    
      



 


 
      Added to reading list for subject specialists




  
           Christopher Russell




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a useful book for students who are struggling with understanding learning outcomes which ask them to 'demonstrate a critical understanding of x' to 'critically evaluate y'. A good book to have on the 'additional reading' list. The activities are accessible for our undergraduate students.




  
          Miss Alison Hardy




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is a study guide for all those undertaking academic study on how to improve critical thinking skills.

There are some great reflective tasks.




  
          Miss Syreeta Charles-Cole




              


    
      



 


 
      A clear and concise publication that covers a good range of study related topics at an introductory level. I will be referring students to this text through the module




  
          Mr Mark Tymms




              


    
      



 


 
      Great for working with large group teaching at university level




  
          Ms Carol Lloyd




              


    
      



 


 
      Encourages analytical thinking of any issue. A user friendly book that is easy to read and understand.




  
          Mrs Shirley Allen-Jackson




              


    
      



 


 
      Useful for students who are unfamiliar with writing in the social sciences.




  
          Dr Shaista Shirazi
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.
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